Software
Utilization
Assessment
A SOFTWARE UTILIZATION ASSESSMENT WILL
PREPARE YOU FOR YOUR NEXT SOFTWARE
AUDIT

Utilization

Why Armarius Software?

Armarius Software is capable of providing companies a
complete detailed report on all software installed within your
organization and then being able to provide an additional
report of exactly how many users are actually using these
applications.
Companies are facing Software Compliance Reviews on a
yearly basis. Whether its Microsoft or other software
manufactures comparing how many licenses you have installed
versus how many you actually have purchased. You now have
the ability to provide these organizations a detailed report of
what is installed, the version, any related serial numbers, and
the number of users that the software is installed on throughout
your enterprise.
Armarius’ agent based software has the ability to provide these
types of reports because it is monitoring and capturing all user
actions while monitoring everything installed and running within
the users desktop or laptop.
The ability for the solution to capture exactly whom within an
organization is actually using these different applications will
empower our clients the ability to make smarter decisions
when renewing license or maintenance agreements with their
vendors. Armarius will be able to save companies thousands to
millions of dollars by providing these accurate software audit
and usage reports to their clients. The key to making intelligent
business decisions comes down to having accurate data and
analytics on how your users are working on a daily, weekly, or
monthly basis.

The Armarius Software Difference
Accurate reports on software utilization
Specific installed applications on the network devices
Trusted name in agent based solutions

Industry Knowledge and Expertise
Relationships with man customers gives us a unique
understanding of banking technology, applications and
regulatory requirements
Armarius Software designs, implements, and supports
security in bank environments daily and understands the
real-life challenges facing the financial industry
The Armarius Software staff has more than 100 years of
accumulated Information Technology Network and Security
experience, and deep banking experience
Armarius Software's security experts hold numerous
certifications for IBM, Cisco and Microsoft solutions
Armarius Software maintains a staff of multiple network
engineers for field deployment and phone support

About Armarius Software
Armarius Software offers a unified platform that secures, simplifies, and automates IT processes, improves decision making,
provides performance analytics and integrates data workflows across all technology platforms. Within this framework, security
remains the lead focal point within the solution suite offering. Our technology provides Enterprise Information Protection solutions
that enable sensitive customer, patient or company data to move securely within large enterprises or small businesses, greatly
increasing collaboration, enabling business processes and meeting regulatory compliance requirements for all of our customers.

Call: 331.305.3700 or Email: sales@armariussoftware.com

